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Power of data: Experiments & discovery
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Data-driven learning is a form of corpus-based
learning, in which evidence from a corpus (electronic
database of language samples) is used to search for
patterns in language use and to draw students’
attention to these patterns

Data-driven learning 

Benefits
▪ Cognitive benefits: being exposed to natural distribution of patterns in language (e.g. collocations and

formulaic units) allows for their implicit acquisition; in turn implicit knowledge is more automatized
▪ Pedagogical: teaching the language as it is used by real users & real setting – easier to transfer from

classroom learning to other contexts
▪ Motivational: students know that they are working with authentic language and thus getting ready for real-

life situations; confidence-building



Origins

Discovery learning is a major educational theory from 1960s, part of constructivist learning,
championed and developed by Jerome Bruner

Principles

The main idea: to (1) present students with data and evidence and guide them to (2) use
their existing knowledge and experience in order to (3) discover new facts and relationships
or to expand their existing knowledge

Discovery learning

Benefits
▪ Cognitive benefits: knowledge which students have to work at attaining (have to engage with), will be more

robust, the students will retain it for longer than if they were just presented the information/facts
▪ Motivational benefits: it is empowering to experience that you, as a learner, can discover new knowledge by

yourself, it also may increased students’ confidence
▪ Pedagogical benefits: The students engage in and gain experience with self-directed and autonomous

learning



British National Corpus 2014: From the corpus 
to the classroom



British National Corpus 2014

British National Corpus 2014 (2013-2021)

• 100M words; 88,171 files, 8 genres, 52 subgenres

British National Corpus 2014 - Spoken

• 10 million words, 668 speakers in 1,251 recordings, informal conversations

• More from: Love, Dembry, Hardie, Brezina & McEnery (2017). The Spoken BNC2014:
Designing and building a spoken corpus of everyday conversations. International
Journal of Corpus Linguistics, 22(3), 319-344.

British National Corpus 2014 – Written

• 90 million words

• Genres: Academic prose, Fiction, Newspapers, Magazines, E-language (e.g. text
messages, emails, tweets, Facebook posts), Other (e.g. TV scripts)

• More from: Brezina, Hawtin & McEnery (2021). The Written British National
Corpus 2014–design and comparability. Text & Talk, 41(5-6), 595-615.



BNClab: Bringing the BNC2014 into language classrooms

BNCLAB: a platform for corpus-based exploration of spoken and written British English
developed at Lancaster University to give easy access to a large collection of language data
from BNC2014. The platform contains large samples from two major corpora:

The British National Corpus: a 5M sample
representing informal conversations between
British English speakers from the 1990s.

The British National Corpus 2014:
• 5M sample representing informal conversation

between British English speakers from 2000s.
• 5M sample representing different genres of

current written British English (1M per main
genre)

FOCUS ON….

▪ Current language use
▪ Changes in language  
▪ Variation according to a range of 

sociolinguistic variables (gender, 
age, region & social class)



Current English use
• What does spoken interactive communication looks like today?
• How do spoken and written communication different from each other?
Sociolinguistics: How does language vary according to users and social settings?
Pragmatics: How does language choice affect people’s communication?

Practical need
Access to data: provide teachers & students with access to large and systematic
collection of current spoken and written British English data – to be used in the
classroom as well as for individual projects/independent learning

Research-led teaching
o Based on most recent corpus resources (the BNC2014)
o Based on recent corpus-based/linguistic findings about language use 
o Guiding students to discover these findings  for themselves 

BNClab: Pedagogical motivation

Corpus-based teaching & learning
• Exposure to authentic language
• Searching for patterns – discovery

learning & engagement with the
data

• Flexibility of topics & materials

Innovation in corpus-based 
teaching
• Address issues raised previously in 

corpus-based learning
• Visualisation of data to help 

interpretation & pattern discovery



BNClab interface

Inactive: Before the search

Active: After the search – ‘sick’

Types of searches

▪ Words and phrases [e.g. ‘you guys’]
▪ Word classes [e.g. ‘walk’ as a noun; all nouns]
▪ Lexico-grammatical structures [e.g. split infinitive]
▪ Semantic categories [e.g. ‘Emotions’, ‘Colours’]

corpora.lancs.ac.uk/bnclab/



BNClab interface: Functionality
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BNClab interface: Functionality



Them + PL noun

BNClab interface: Functionality



BNClab interface: Functionality



Searching BNClab: Words & phrases



Searching BNClab: Word classes



Searching BNClab: Semantic categories 



Searching BNClab: Combined searches



What sort of questions can 
students explore with BNClab? 

The world 
around us: 

society, values, 
lifestyle, norms

Current 
language 

use

Change in 
language 

Beliefs 
about 

language

Social 
factors in 
language 

use



Exploring language (information) around us

“The British Board of Film Classification (BBFC)
published a report on Thursday into attitudes
towards swearing and whether people want a
more liberal approach in media content.

It includes a survey of 1,000 people that found…”

www.theguardian.com/science/2021/jun/10/swearing-on-rise-but-parents-still-dont-want-kids-hearing-it-report-finds

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-57419263

http://www.theguardian.com/science/2021/jun/10/swearing-on-rise-but-parents-still-dont-want-kids-hearing-it-report-finds


What can corpus data tell us 
about this?



Social trends: Language 
change



Different ways (tasks) in which you can bring corpora into the classroom:

• offline (paper-based) 

• online (computer-based)

How to bring BNC2014 into English language classrooms? 



How much corpus-based 
learning do we need ? 



1. Frequency information about language use

Narrative format

“Pronouns are often considered to be a relatively
straightforward word class because it is believed that
they do not undergo much change. However, this is
not entirely true. When we look at how pronouns are
used by British English speakers in their
communication today, we can see some interesting
patterns and changes developing over time.”

• The BNC 2014 – a large corpus of spoken informal
British English – showed that expressions such as
‘you guys’ have increased considerably in spoken
use.

• Can you think of reasons behind this increase?

Graph format 



2. Searching for & discovering patterns in a corpus

A. Students can be asked to search for a specific words or grammatical structures 
B. Students can be asked to formulate their own questions and search terms



3. Discovering a pattern in the data selected from a corpus

Discovering & interpreting a pattern in BNC 2014:

Show students extracts that illustrate a pattern and let
them identify it

Contrasting different patterns works really well. You can
ask which examples came from:

o Spoken vs written English?
o Different genres
o Formal and informal situation?
o Native vs non-native speakers? 
o Polite vs less polite communication?



Tasks a combination of:
▪ Practical discovery of patterns 
▪ Productive language tasks (practicing the ling. feature/function)
▪ Discussion of findings 
▪ For teachers: Teaching notes for each student worksheet 

Introduction 
to the topic

Series of 
tasks

BNClab teaching materials: Structure



CURRENT SPOKEN ENGLISH

▪ Lexical change: Why does English keep on changing?

▪ How does technology affect spoken English today?

▪ How does language reflect our changing attitudes to health? 



CURRENT SPOKEN ENGLISH



COMMUNICATIVE SKILLS

How to disagree 
politely in 
spoken English?



SPOKEN 
COMMUNICATION



SPOKEN COMMUNICATION

Speaking English 
fluently: What does 
spoken English 
really look like?



SPOKEN COMMUNICATION



SPOKEN COMMUNICATION



BNClab teaching materials http://wp.lancs.ac.uk/corpusforschools/



‘Corpus for Schools’ project 

▪ To bring corpora and corpus methods
into classrooms to teach students about
the use of the English language

▪ To draw on the benefits of discovery
learning and problem-based learning

▪ To provide free corpus resources for
students and teachers

http://wp.lancs.ac.uk/corpusforschools/

http://wp.lancs.ac.uk/corpusforschools/


Thank you! 


